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God&#x92;s Word was meant to be read. But more than that, it was meant to be understood. It was

first written in the language of the people&#x96;&#x96;of fishermen, shopkeepers, and carpenters.

The Message Remix gets back to that: You can read it and understand it. In The Message Remix,

there are new verse-numbered paragraphs that will help you study and find favorite passages. Or,

you can just read it like a book and let the narrative speak to you. After all, it is God&#x92;s story,

with its heroes and villains, conflicts and resolutions. Either way, it&#x92;s God&#x92;s

Word&#x96;&#x96;the Truth&#x96;&#x96;in a user-friendly form.
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Let me tell you what I love about this translation. It captures the heart and spirit and soul of these

long dead writers and makes the message breathe again. It lets you read a letter from Paul in the

New Testament and get a glimpse of what it might have been like to be in that first century church

when the parchment was opened and read for the first time - hearing your issues, fears, hopes, and

sins being directly addressed.I can appreciate that this is far from a word-for-word translation. But

word-for-word translation is not the gold standard of biblical scholarship that many make it out to be.

The problem with literal translation is that while you can translate the words accurately, you have

just ripped them out of their original context and culture and thrown them 2000 years into the future,

and plopped them down on to a page for everyone to ooh and aah over. It's all very academically

commendable that you can tell me that "in John Chapter 3 verse 15 Jesus says that 'whoever

believes may in Him have eternal life'... that is according to a third century papyrus fragment which

is also found in a fourth century uncial; but that third century papyrus also adds in the phrase 'will



not perish' - but that isn't found in the fourth century Latin manuscripts, or the early Coptic or Syritic

versions, so that phrase was probably added..."Sorry, my eyes just glazed over. My mind was

wandering... something about missing the forest for the trees. Someone very wise once warned

about being too careful to strain out the gnat, while swallowing a camel...Anyway, my point is, by

every account, listening to Jesus speak was a life changing experience. This translation captures

that essence - which carries crucial meaning and impact.
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